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Winning Pick 4 Lottery Numbers – Huge Success In July

Pick 4 Strategies prove to be huge success. Back to back straight wins and a streak of 11 box wins highlight
their success.

July 25, 2009 - PRLog -- Pick 4 Strategy System produces back-to-back Straight Pick 4 Wins in 10 States
and a streak of 11 Box Wins in a row in the New York Win 4 Lottery in July, 2009.  “Play & Win Daily
Pick 4 With Big Cash Winning Numbers” with its 20 Proven Winning Strategies for the Pick 4 Lotteries in
the United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico backs up its claim of offering strategies to find winning Pick 4
numbers to play.

Following and playing these twenty winning strategies have produced at least one Pick 4 Straight Win in
each and every State that offers this game in the United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico just in the first
twenty-three days of July.

In addition, the website offering  this successful ebook,
http://www.playdailypick4bigmegacashwinningnumbers.com, in its July Report celebrates the fact that ten
of these State Pick 4 Lotteries had back-to-back Straight Wins including the Ohio State Pick 4 Lottery
which did it twice so far this month.

The other nine State Pick 4 Lotteries with back-to-back Straight Wins include Connecticut and Florida Play
4, Georgia and Tennessee Cash 4, Massachusetts Numbers, Michigan Daily Pick 4, Missouri, New Jersey,
and South Carolina Pick 4 Lotteries. With eight days left in July more states may be added.
  
The goal of this book is to apply one or more of the 20 Proven Winning Strategies to the drawn winning
Pick 4 numbers and create another (or next) winning Straight Pick 4 Number.
 
Robert Walsh, the author, writes that some of the 20 Strategies systematically reduce the players’ choice
down to just two or three numbers for a possible Pick 4 Straight Win from the 10,000 Straight Winning
Number Combinations that the Pick 4 Lottery Game has from 0000 to 9999.  One $1 Straight Winning
Ticket with matching numbers being in the exact order as the drawn number returns $5,000.  Robert Walsh
encourages the buyer of his book to first learn the strategies before investing.

Box Wins, though not the primary goal, for his Ladder of Success Investment Plan play an important part
by continuing to add “FREE” money to the player’s investment coffers. The player finances his/her Pick 4
play not with his/her own money, but that of the State Lottery with each Win beginning with $200 for $1
wagered on one Pick 4 ticket with 4 single number. $1 Box Wins range with payoffs from $200 to $1200. 

The New York Win 4 Lottery, using the different strategies, produced eleven (11) Box Wins in-a-row
during these first 23 days of July with the streak being preceded and followed by a Straight Win. Winning
just five of these eleven box wins with a one dollar investment would put a minimum of $1000 Free Money
into the player’s pocket.
  
“Play & Win Daily Pick 4 With Big Cash Winning Numbers”, available at 
http://www.playdailypick4bigmegacashwinningnumbers.com, sells online for $47.00.  The author
continues to remind the reader throughout the book that with the very first $1 Win of a Straight or Box
Ticket the Pick 4 Player gets back the $47.00 he/she laid out for the book. The rest of the winnings start the
Pick 4 player out with a minimum of $153 Free Money that can be re-invested to create more free money
for the player’s financial investment plan.
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In this financial crisis of 2009, when people want to know where to make a good investment in order to
make money, the author poses the question: “Would you pay $47.00 to learn how to get out of debt and
gain financial freedom?

One testimonial on the website referring to the author as a “genius” came from a Canadian Pick 4 Player
who went from a “doubter” to a “believer” in these 20 Proven Winning Strategies after he bought the
ebook. Let Success speak for itself!

# # #

Robert Walsh, author of "Play & Win Daily Pick 4 With Big Cash Winning Numbers" combines 20
verifiable and winning Pick 4 strategies with many easy to understand examples for the Daily Pick 4
Lottery Games across the United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico. For your FREE Preview of "Strategy
#13" and FREE Newsletter visit http://www.playdailypick4bigmegacashwinningnumbers.com

--- End ---
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